Joule heating and thermoelectric properties in short single-walled carbon nanotubes: Electron-phonon interaction effect
Effect of coiling on the electronic properties along single-wall carbon nanotubes
Straight and coiled single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) synthesized by laser vaporization were dispersed on highly oriented pyrolitic graphite. Their morphology and electrical properties were investigated by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). STM images revealed that the SWCNTs (either straight or coiled) often self-organize into bundles of two or more tubes and are rarely found alone. The conductance measured along a periodically coiled CNT was found to increase at locations where the CNT is squeezed, while it decreases significantly in unsqueezed regions characterized by an unperturbed hexagonal network. This provides experimental evidence of significant conductance modulation along a one-dimensional system on the nanometer scale. properties. In particular, their ability to transport charge carriers with high efficiency makes them highly attractive for use as components in nanoelectronics 3 and nanophotonics. 6, 7 Soon after the discovery of straight CNTs made of a perfectly rolled defect-free graphitic layer, 8 other CNT morphologies were observed, namely Y branches, 9 bent, 10,11 twisted, 12 and coiled nanotubes. 13 Theoretical calculations showed that, as a result of the structural distortion, the local electronic properties of CNTs are strongly modified. [14] [15] [16] Perfectly straight nanotubes are known to act as ballistic conductors, able to carry large current densities, whereas conduction electron scattering at distorted regions may cause electron localization. Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been performed on twisting and bending effects on metallic straight CNTs. 11, 14 In particular, the opening of an energy gap has been predicted when bending exceeds a critical value or in twisted nanotubes.
14 This gap was ascribed to asymmetric compression and dilation of C-C bonds along the nanotubes. A recent theoretical study investigated the stability of CNTs constituted of several straight sections of decreasing diameter joined by topological defects, i.e., pentagon and heptagon pairs. 17 This work predicted the possibility of obtaining a sequence of metal/semiconductor junctions occurring at topological defects. 17 In this letter, we report the experimental observations that confirm the above-described theoretical predictions. 11, 14, 17 Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) produced by pulsed laser vaporization were dispersed on highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) and observed by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). STM analysis reveals the presence of both straight and coiled nanotubes, generally selforganized into bundles consisting of two or more tubes. Occasionally two coiled nanotubes appear to be tightly bound (i.e., well coiled around each other in a twisted pair, like a DNA double helix). By studying the electronic properties of these twisted nanotubes with their alternating and oscillating stressed regions, we provide experimental evidence of a significant conductance modulation along these onedimensional (1D) systems. A dramatic change in the local electrical behavior of the coiled tubes occurs in correspondence to squeezed and unsqueezed regions, thus forming a system with several junctions on the nanometer scale.
The SWCNTs 18 were produced by ablating a CoNidoped graphite target, using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser in the superposed double pulse configuration. 19 The target, placed in a quartz tube at the center of a furnace, was ablated with a laser intensity of ϳ2.5ϫ 10 9 W/cm 2 , at T = 1150°C in a flowing Ar gas. 19, 20 The synthesis product was collected on a water-cooled surface at the furnace exit. A droplet of the raw synthesis product diluted in isopropyl was used to disperse the nanotubes on an HOPG substrate after its peeling-off to obtain fresh carbon atomic planes. 21, 22 STM measurements were performed at room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber (base pressure ϳ8.5ϫ 10 Torr) by using an OMI-CRON STM/AFM apparatus. 23 The STM observations revealed that the SWCNTs generally self-organize into bundles of two tubes or more but some of them are found alone [as those shown in Figs. 1(a)  and 1(b) ]. The STM image of Fig. 1(a) displays a straight nanotube lying across several HOPG planes. An atomically resolved STM image acquired on the surface of the nanotube clearly confirms its graphitic character [inset of Fig. 1(a) ]. In Fig. 1(b) we report another STM micrograph of the end of a straight small nanotube, which is found to be particularly smooth [see the line profile plotted along the tube itself, 1(e)]. This means that the end of the tube is somehow capped. 24 The diameters of the tubes shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are about 5.0 and 1.8 nm, respectively, whereas their measured heights are much smaller [see line profiles in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively]. This behavior can be ascribed to a strong vertical compression experienced by the tubes, induced by van der Waals interactions between the nanotubes and the HOPG substrate itself (the larger the tube diameter, the stronger the vertical deformation it undergoes). This phenomenon is remarkably similar to that observed for large organic molecules deposited on metal surfaces. 25 Like the straight tubes, coiled nanotubes frequently appear in bundles of two or more. Sometimes when they are adjacent, the swollen and coiled regions of each tube are in antiphase with respect to each other (they fit like a sort of braid). Figure 2 displays an atomically resolved STM image of two adjacent coiled nanotubes that exhibit this peculiarity. The lower part of Fig. 2 displays the line profiles of these tubes that are characterized by the same periodicity of ͑1.24± 0.05͒nm, showing the antiphase behavior in the sequence of valleys and hills along the tube's axis. Figure 3 (central panel) displays another nanotube that is characterized by a double periodicity. This is visible in the line profile along the nanotube's axis (Fig. 3, upper panel) , which exhibits an alternating sequence of hills and valleys with a periodicity of approximately 4.2 nm. Two consecutive hills differ in height by about 0.2 nm. We interpret this as a measurement of two coiled nanotubes twisted together. Based on molecular dynamics simulations, coiled nanotubes were predicted by Ihara et al. 13 as originating from the regular insertion of pentagons and heptagons in a perfect hexagonal network. By contrast, Birò et al. 26 interpreted coiled tubes as haeckelite structures 27 in which pentagons, hexagons, and heptagons all represent equivalent building elements. From atomically resolved STM images we obtained power spectra (not shown here) that show a hexagonal pattern. This demonstrates that the haeckelite structure can be excluded, since it would generate a completely different power spectrum. Thus we suggest that coiling is caused by a sparse distribution of few pentagons and heptagons at the coiling region.
By means of STS, we characterized the electronic properties along this atomically resolved nanotube. 28 In Fig. 3  (lower panel) , we display I -V curves obtained by averaging similar curves recorded around the points labeled in the STM image. Curve A corresponds to the I -V signal of clean HOPG, whereas curves B -D are taken at different locations along the tightly bound nanotubes. For the overprotruding regions of this 1D system the behavior is less metallic than that measured at the squeezed regions. This is even more evident in the dI / dV curves obtained by differentiating the I / V curves in Fig. 3 . This position-sensitive variation is a peculiar feature of these squeezed nanotubes, in contrast to the conductance of straight nanotubes which was not found to vary significantly along the tubes. This behavior is qualitatively ascribed to the scattering effect that electrons undergo inside the hills, which locally affects their transport properties. In conclusion, coiled and straight CNTs synthesized by laser ablation were dispersed on HOPG and characterized by STM. Straight tubes were found to undergo large squeezing induced by van der Walls forces with the underlying HOPG substrate, and to exhibit a uniform conductance along their axis. By contrast, we measured a significant conductance modulation along the axis of two tightly bound and coiled nanotubes in correspondence to the hills and valley-like regions. This 1D system can therefore be thought of as a sequence of junctions with alternating metallic/semiconducting behavior.
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